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PARTS COMPOSERS

A very loose taking of bits from some composers.



BEETHOVEN

I come into the open
aware of the body

as I move out
to meet the world

feet touching the earth
as I lift them

knees guiding my steps
taking me onwards

enabling the legs the girdle
I step out for more

till my heart beats
near to its limit

and rest
recovering bellows respond answering its beating

and as both come together
I move out

finding myself
with their combined expression.



J.S. BACH

I stepped out from nothing
aware in the body

I move 

I configured my journey
through transcribing the world
 
feet hitting the floor 
legs lift to move out

knees absorbing their strain
taking me further

and transforming legs’ movement
the girdle  -  I quicken

to reveal more

until the heart pounds
defining its limit

and rest reverberating
re-animating the body

above bellows draw air
I step out revealing

through the body the person
the actions.



DEBUSSY

I stepped away from the golden certainty aware

with body
I moved to fulfil a journey of meeting with the world 

feet hitting the earth the legs lift
and come down

knees absorbing strain
taking me further

and holding the legs

the girdle
 
I go to see more till the heart
sounds with limits of progression

and stop

with pounding echoing above the legs and girdle

and above bellows pounding a different rhythm

and as pounding and air flow lessen I begin again finding throughout the body

credence.



SCHOENBERG

I stepped away from cohesion
aware that with separation 

I moved to further my journey
of meeting with the world

as legs lift then knees straighten

to take me out further
holding the legs the girdle

I go to find more

till the heart beats
registering deficit

and rest 
and recover 

the bellows respond
replacing the loss
 
re-established 
I leave off to lose myself further

finding with the relinquishment 
I am replenished.



MAHLER

I entered forceful and strident

aware of the body and mind

to meet complexity

in meeting the world

feet feeling solid ground
legs lifted and came down

knees taking their strain 

taking me further

and supporting the legs
the girdle

all expands in front
as the heart registers

through different layers of progression

and bellows complicate the registers
 
and as pounding and airflow meet
more lays itself out in front 

finding through the levels of being

their promise.



SHOSTAKOVICH

I stepped out into my own country
aware in my body I take to create presence

in a diverse environment

feet taking their paths
legs lift and come down
knees taking the strain
take me out further

and holding the legs in place the girdle
I go to retrieve more

against heart’s pounding
marking ultimate authority

and halt
with pounding echoing through my being

within
bellows pick up a contrary rhythm

and as pounding and air flow merge 
I start up again

finding my own presence
through not limiting the environment.
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